
 
 
April 15, 2020 
 
Dear Senator Udall, 
 
In the midst of a climate emergency, the COVID-19 pandemic has provided the fossil fuel industry 
with the opportunity to entrench their foothold in Washington and continued destruction of the 
climate. Since February, fossil fuel industry lobbyists have continuously attempted to exploit 
Congressional COVID-19 emergency relief negotiations and the Trump Administration’s response to 
advance their narrow financial interests. In response to industry pressure, the EPA has lifted 
countless critical environmental regulations and pollution safeguards, and the President and Senate 
Republicans ensured that billions in “sector relief” were made available to coal, oil and gas 
companies while ordinary people face unprecedented financial struggles and risks to their health.  
 
Nothing less than a whole-of-society mobilization is needed to reverse climate change and that this 
mobilization requires a just and managed phase-out of all fossil fuels at emergency speed. On behalf 
of the ClimateEmergency.US coalition, including Earth Uprising, Elected Officials to Protect America, 
Food and Water Action, GreenFaith. Justice Action Mobilization Network, Mothers Out Front, 
Movement for a People’s Party, Poor People’s Economic Human Rights Campaign, Progressive 
Democrats of America, The Climate Mobilization. This Is Zero Hour and our members, we ask that 
you continue to be a champion for a climate emergency response throughout the COVID-19 
pandemic and that you fight back against efforts from fossil fuel lobbyists to profit from this deadly 
global emergency. 
 
We ask that you withhold your support from any future legislation that provides financial support for 
the fossil fuel industry or loosens environmental, health, and safety law throughout this pandemic. 
Any future legislation, including additional emergency relief legislation, stimulus package, or 
comprehensive infrastructure bill must, at a minimum: 
 

⚫ Require that all industries, including all fossil fuel companies, fully comply with all 
environmental, health, and safety laws during the pandemic to protect workers, communities 
and the environment; 
 

⚫ Prohibit liability waivers for fossil fuel polluters that shield the industry from current and future 
lawsuits; 
 

⚫ Prohibit purchases into the Strategic Petroleum Reserve; 
 

⚫ Exclude the fossil fuel industry from receiving loans and other support from Federal Reserve 
programs funded through recent stimulus legislation and other royalty relief;  
 

⚫ Halt new fossil fuel leasing and production on public lands and waters during the emergency;  
 

⚫ Pause all decision- and rule-making regarding oil, gas, and mining until at least 60 days after 
the COVID-19 national emergency is lifted. 
 

⚫ Condition any additional relief to the aviation industry, cruise ship industry, or other polluting 
industry on ensuring both the safety of our climate through requirements to eliminate all 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, and the wellbeing of impacted workers through 



 
guaranteed wages, benefits, and other financial assistance so that affected workers can 
provide for their families;  
 

⚫ Ensure that the Trump Administration, the Federal Reserve, and other government agencies 
do not reward banks, investment firms, financial services companies or other institutions for 
their irresponsible bets on the future of fossil fuels; and 
 

⚫ Ensure that financial institutions receiving loans or loan guarantees are not able to use those 
loans to finance fossil fuel infrastructure projects.  

 
Your leadership is especially urgent given that the same communities and workers overburdened by 
fossil fuel pollution are also vulnerable to the worst impacts of the global COVID-19 pandemic. Both 
within the United States and in the Global South, frontline communities are now facing the deadly 
impacts of both the coronavirus and the climate emergency at once. We need action now to protect 
people, families, and communities across the county, not an industry that profits from climate 
destruction. 
 
Thank you for your leadership in these difficult times, 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The Central New Mexico Chapter of PDA 
Contact:  Paul Stokes, stokescorrales@mac.com, 505-898-1237 
For more, contact Mike Fox, Deputy Executive Director, Progressive Democrats of America, 
mikefox@pdamerica 
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